CAMROC plans large radio telescope

by Dave Pialet

Plans for a large radio-telescope to be built in this country were announced Tuesday as Dr. A. Edward Lilley spoke in the lecture hall of the Earth Sciences building at MIT. Expected to be completed by the early 1970's, it will be the largest steerable precision radio-telescope in the United States, with a paraboloidal reflector four hundred feet in diameter. The entire structure will be enclosed in a radome, a thin hollow sphere, five hundred feet in diameter. This project is the work of CAMROC, the Cambridge Radio Observatory Committee, composed of MIT, Harvard, Lincoln Laborato- ries and the Smithsonian Astrophysical Laboratory.

Inscrrm conference to discuss general area of student problems

Inscrrm will hold an experimental conference Sunday in the Student Center, to delve into the general area of student problems. The conference is designed primarily for Inscrrm and members of the administration and the Faculty, but interested students will not be discouraged from attending.

10:05 Participants arrive
10:30 Discussion of students and life in the less structured community.
10:45 Large group continuation of afternoon discussions
11:05 Discussion of counseling and foreign student relations. Reading material on each of the topics to be discussed has been sent out to those invited. The experimental nature of the conference is the attempt to discover whether or not Inscrrm can function in a capacity more closely related to education and feedback.

CHRISTIAN CONTEMPORARY THOUGHT LECTURES

DR. CORNELIUS VAN TIL
Professor of Apologetics, Westminster Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Author of "The New Modernism," "Christ- li- nity and Barth- ets- m" and "The Defense of the Faith."

will lecture on

The Dilemma of Western Thought

SANDERS THEATER

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

October 5, 7, 1966

October 5, 7, 1966 at 6:00 p.m.

ADMISSION IS FREE

VAN HEUSEN "417"

TRAVELS WHERE THE ACTION IS!

For the man on the go, a shirt that can get him there in carefree style... "417" Vanopress. Permanently pressed, this traditional fashion never needs ironing. V-lapping assures elegant fit and sharp, wrinkle lines. Precisely-cut tail or button-down collar gives a finishing touch for action!

for added self assurance, try

PASSPORT

360

the influential line of men's shirts. You'll go for its brisk, clean scent and rugged overtones!
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